
Expand Your Marketing Reach Within LinkedIn’s Audience of 360
Million Female Users

A lot of women are so busy running their businesses that they don’t incorporate partnering into
their daily marketing activities. The One Million Woman Link Up aims to change that by
showing women how to strategically pool their resources, knowledge, and contacts to expand
their marketing reach.

Marketing collaboration makes it possible to break into untapped markets, allows you to grow
your client base overnight, differentiate your business from the competition, blend your expertise
to create new products and services, fast-track marketing campaigns, and more.

What is the One Million Woman Link Up?

The One Million Woman Link Up is a powerhouse business initiative/movement launched to
spark collaborative marketing relationships between 1,000,000 professional, Main Street &
virtual business women so they can thrive INSTEAD OF just survive by cross-pollinating their
marketing skills and female LinkedIn connections. They can use their involvement to sell out
their events; catapult their book and ecourse sales; fill up their coaching and consulting hours;
grow their membership base; boost their online and offline foot traffic, and so much more.

What Does It Do?

The One Million Woman Link Up nurtures creative collaborative business relationships forged
between complementary business and professional women who want to grow their female client
base using LinkedIn.
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What Types Of Businesses Would Benefit From Getting Involved?

● Coaches & Consultants who give webinars and or create e-courses who want to fill
their seats, sell their sponsorship/advertising packages, and attract speaking
engagements.

● Biz Experts & Organizers who specialize in women’s business events (retreats,
cruises, mixers, seminars, conferences, pop-ups, etc.) who want to fill their seats and
sell their sponsorship/advertising packages.

● Podcasters & Vloggers who are looking to expand their female audience; fill their guest
spots; and secure sponsors/advertisers.

● Authors that specialize in B2B topics who want to secure contributors; speaking
engagements (virtual/in-person) that allow them to sell their books; in-person events to
sell their books at in exchange for promoting the event; launch a book club; etc.

● Biz Service & Product Suppliers who provide support services and products (VA,
video creation, website development, mobile marketing, content creation, etc) that are
looking for exposure and new clients.

The Ultimate Entrepreneurial Ripple

The One Million Woman Link Up incorporates an entrepreneurial ripple that accommodates a
wide variety of business and professional women who are primed to funnel clients to each other
and sponsorship opportunities. They as well as the businesswomen who purchase their books,
tickets to their events, listen to their podcasts, etc., in turn, need B2B support products and
services (marketing, publicity, incorporation, trademark, SEO, website design, virtual assistance,
etc.) to bring their business and marketing projects to life.

Women involved in the One Million Woman Link Up as well as their customers need consumer
products and services (real estate, wardrobe, travel, skincare, healthcare, insurance, fitness,
childcare, education, etc.

The Genius of Building a Women’s Biz Initiative/Movement Around LinkedIn

LinkedIn is a marketing goldmine that a lot of women have ignored in favor of Facebook. They
spend years chasing phantom sales on Facebook before realizing LinkedIn is the platform for
real B2B sales. 2020 drastically changed the demographics on LinkedIn. It was on the only top
social media platform that was male-dominated. LinkedIn has 360 million female users and 346
million male users.

The One Million Woman Link Up provides women with the opportunity to re-engage with their
female LinkedIn connections that have been gathering "dust" without coming off as spammy.

LinkedIn’s demographics make it a marketing goldmine. Its users are mature (68% are 35+),
wealthier (66% make $60K/year+), and better educated (72% are college grads). 41% of
millionaires use LinkedIn. It’s a strictly business platform with a women’s audience who
understand that you have to spend money in order to make money. It’s one of the best content
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distribution channels with 9 billion impressions every week. 80% of B2B leads come from
LinkedIn compared to 13% Twitter and 7% Facebook.

Vision

The vision for the One Million Woman Link Up is for it to be the catalyst that changes the way
women view and use LinkedIn for business collaboration to grow their sales and support each
other so they can build multi-million dollar ventures.

Prospective Collaborative Marketing Partners Should “Court” You

Finding collaborative marketing partners can be daunting and time-consuming.

● Prospects take too long to follow up.
● They feel they are too busy to consider collaborating because they are wearing all the

hats in their business.
● They are more worried about “what’s in it for me” than the mutual benefits.
● They say yes but don’t pull their weight.

You would think that by simply posting an update that you are looking for collaborative
marketing partners on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, etc., it would produce tons of
interests from your connections.

Unless you are a celebrity with millions of followers who hang on your every word, you most
likely won’t have a large response. Feeds on social networking sites and their groups fill up
quickly.  Network updates have a very short life and group members can take weeks to visit to
read posts.

You need to cut through all the chatter and clutter on social networking sites so you can attract a
pool of prospective collaborative marketing partners that you can choose from to fast track your
projects and profits.

Reality shows like the Bachelor and Bachelorette allow people to “date” and have prospects
compete for their attention while they whittle down their numbers.  They have the right idea.

As an active One Million Woman Link Up participant, prospective collaborative marketing
partners will “court” you to be a part of your marketing campaign instead of you beating the
bushes looking for them.

The Most Innovative Aspect of the One Million Woman Link Up

Business and professional women are on LinkedIn “beating the bushes” looking for people who
need their products and services. When women register for the One Million Woman Link Up,
they share their 6-month goals - start a business, incorporate, hire a coach, buy a house, get a
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new wardrobe, launch a local networking group, hire someone to do SEO, etc. Imagine
knowing what products and services 1,000,000 women are interested in purchasing?

How Does It Work?

Participants are assigned to a WP Marketing Cluster comprised of 10 to 25 women after they go
through the onboarding process. Together they will develop and implement high-powered
collaborative marketing campaigns that tie together their individual businesses so they can
funnel traffic and clients to each other. They will also keep each other on track to build their
individual WP Team of 100 female LinkedIn members who commit to sharing their content daily,
weekly, or monthly.

Our signature monthly event, Women Partner Week, offers concentrated coordinated
collaboration activities around key LinkedIn features -- Profiles, Publishing platform, Company
Pages, Stories, Updates, Groups, Live video, etc. -- in addition to leisurely networking with
LinkedIn’s women in biz community. Innovative metro mash-ups like New York City (NY),
London (UK), and Toronto (CN); Auckland (NZ), Austin (TX), and Atlanta (GA); San Juan (PR),
San Antonio (TX), San Diego (CA); and more are planned for 2021 Women Partner Week
events to introduce collaborative spirited business and professional from around the globe to
each other.

Virtual regional chapters managed by small committees along with metro chapters managed by
powerhouse individual businesswomen are in the works for 2021 to enhance the
national/international collaborative marketing partnership opportunities provided by our WP
Marketing Clusters.

The perks listed above along with the ones posted here work together to help business
and professional women grow their female LinkedIn connections and client base.

Get Involved Now!!!

Two Levels Available to Fit Your Budget & LinkedIn Marketing Goals

Explore SmartWomenPartner.com and get involved in the One Million Woman Link Up
today. Become a Founding Partner ($200 One-Time Initiation Fee) or Premier
Corporate Founding Partner ($350 One-Time Initiation Fee). Together we can
survive and thrive during and beyond this pandemic.

Friends Don’t Let Friends Market Alone. Grab a Friend or Two and Get
Involved.
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Questions: jerrilynnbthomas@smartwomenpartner.com


